Center for Talent Innovation research reveals
vast majority of companies are losing out on innovation
Findings show lack of diversity in senior leadership impacts performance and market growth

NEW YORK, September 25, 2013 – The vast majority of white-collar employees in the United States, 78 percent, work for companies that fail to realize their full innovative potential because their leadership lacks the inclusive behaviors needed to effectively “unlock” the innovative potential of an inherently diverse workforce. These findings are part of the “Innovation, Diversity and Market Growth” report, the first national survey that quantifies the correlation between diverse companies and market outcomes, and were released today by the Center for Talent Innovation (CTI), a leading global talent think tank.

The findings show that innovation draws on diversity in two ways: employees with inherent diversity best understand markets and end-users that companies today are most keen to reach; and leaders with acquired diversity are best equipped to unlock the insights of these employees. At companies that harness both inherent diversity in their workforce and acquired diversity in leadership (“two-dimensional” diversity), employees are 75 percent more likely to have had a marketable idea implemented than employees at companies that fail to harness these drivers.

Publicly traded companies with “two-dimensional diversity” are 45 percent more likely than publicly traded companies lacking it to have grown market share in the last 12 months and 70 percent more likely to have captured a new market.

More:
- The study scrutinizes two kinds of difference: inherent and acquired.
  - *Inherent* diversity describes “embodied” difference—traits you were born with and have been consequently conditioned by.
  - *Acquired* diversity, in contrast, is not who you are but how you act as a result of what you’ve experienced or learned (e.g., cultural fluency, gender smarts, generational savvy)
  - “Two-dimensional” diversity describes leadership that exhibits both inherent and acquired diversity.
- Teams with members who represent the inherent diversity of the team’s target consumer or client are far more likely to understand that target, increasing their likelihood of innovating effectively for that end-user.
- Leaders who have acquired diversity are much more likely to behave inclusively than leaders who lack it. Behaviors include:
  - Ensuring that everyone speaks up and gets heard (63 percent vs. 29 percent)
  - Making it safe to risk proposing novel ideas (74 percent vs. 34 percent)
  - Empowering team members to make decisions (82 percent vs. 40 percent)
At respondents’ companies, 53 percent of leadership is “almost entirely white” or “almost entirely male” and 56 percent of respondents say leaders at their firm fail to see value in ideas that they personally can’t relate to or for which they don’t see a need.

“As rapidly shifting demographics in the U.S. change the face of the consumer, today more than ever before, companies need to understand how to link innovation, diversity and market growth,” said Sylvia Ann Hewlett, CTI chair and CEO. “These findings constitute a new business case for diversity—and a compelling justification for diversifying leadership.”

The report also includes case studies that show how companies use diversity to drive bottom-line results. Companies like Cisco, EY and Time Warner have leveraged the acquired diversity of their leaders to extract innovation from functionally diverse teams. These firms have realized significant revenues from their diversity, as a result.

“It isn’t enough for companies to incorporate diversity for diversity to have impact; companies must take added steps to unlock the multicultural capacity they’ve invested in,” states Lauren Leader-Chivée, CTI president. “By showing how companies go about this—even as they stumble, regroup, and learn from their mistakes—our case studies suggest best practices for industries in all sectors.”
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